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Gsrry J. Ratzlaff

The statement cf his "thesis";
Energy is rapic.ly becoming the most important consider
ation of building envelopes. The implementation of
energy conscious creteria will establish a new
visual aesthetic.
The subject of his Thesis Project;
Investigation of ASHRAE 90-75 and its current implemen
tation in Montana. The results of this to be used to
develop a design for a shopping center for Bozeman
in accordance v/ith the energy standards of ASHRAE 90-75*
The names of his Thesis Advisor and other resource
people who have agreed to work v/ith him, with an
indication of the contributions they are expected
to make;
Mr. Hugo Sck (Thesis Advisor)
An outline of the method expected to be employed in
reaching a "solution" to his architectural problem,
including the substance and techniques of research,
analysis, synthesis, design and communication;
Reading of ASHR-LE 90-75 and code adaptions of it plus
an attempt to discover reasoning of its conception.
Research its implementation into Montana building
code. Assimilation of acquired information into the
design creiteria for the design of a shopping center
for Bozeman.

An approximate simetable for development of the
Project (including scheduled meetings with Advisors
and resource people);
Advisor meeting's to be held weekly.

First quarter to concentrate upon research into
ASHRAE 90-75 and its Montanan implementation (plus
related codes and reports).
site and building data.

The gathering of basic

Second quarter will be a

continued review of Montana's implementation of
ASHRAE 90-75 plus the creation of a design for a
Bozemen shopping center.
An indication of the anticipated requirements for
final presentation (and library documentation);
Essays, drawings and graphs relating to research of
ASHRAE 90-75 and its Montana implementation. Drawings
notes and a model to communicate the idea of a phys
ically designed shopping center.
An indication of the anticipated "progress report"
presentation to be made at the end of the first
quarter;
Results of ASHRAE 90-75 investigation and basic site
and building data.

NATIONAL TIME LINE 1973 was the year of the Arab oil embargo. This was
not the cause of the energy crunch, however, it put
the situation in public view. America was simply wasting
too much energy which has resulted in a dependency upon
foriegn resources to provide for an ever increasing
demand. A large portion of commercial and residential
buildings in the United States today are heated by oil
or natural gas. Natural gas dependency has increased
from 23 million cubic feet a day in 195*f to 63 million
cubic feet a day in 1973* An interesting note might be
seen in the fact that FPC was given authority in 195^to reguMte gas prices. This could be U3ed as as argument
for an anti-government approach. Since government
regulation kept prices artificially low it discouraged
technological advances which might have made other forms
of fuel more competitive. I doubt if anyone today after
the extensive advertising would deny that there is a
need to look at the conservation of energy. Many might
argue, hov/ever, that large companies are using scare
tactics to increase profits. In 1973 attitudes definitely
weren't as lax as today, understandably so, as anyone
who waited in line could readily see, gasoline wasn't
plentiful. The heart of American life, the car, was
not a source of unhampered freedom but rapidly became
a costly ana constant worry. In many areas of the U.S.
consumers were turned away with "out of gas" signs.
The gasoline situation has been temporarily relieved.
Americans are having no problem obtaining fuel today and
the concern for energy conservation among the general
populace has dropped.

During the "energy crunch" of 1973 an organization,
The National Conference of States on Building Codes
(NCSBCS) requested the NationalBureau or Standards develop
an interim standard for energy conservation in new
buildings. This standard would then be used as a basis
for the development of energy conserving building codes.
The result was published in February 197'+ - NBSIR 74 -452
entitled "Design and evaluation .-criteria for energy
conservation in new buildings".
The NBS document NBSIR 74-452 was given to the
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Engineers.(ASTiRAE). ASHRAE undertook the
task of assimilating a standard which could then be
readily converted into national building code standards.
Two drafts of the ASHRAS standard v/ere submitted to
extensive public review. In October 1975 ASHHAE Standard
90-75 was published lacking Section 12. Section 12
was a controversial section dealing with Annual Fuel and
Energy Resource Determination. The rest of the ASHRAE
document was published without section 12 in order to
gain timely approval. Section 12, it was reported in
a newsletter of May 1977* was finally approved for inclusion
in ASHRAE 90-75.
It might be appropriate to take a closer lciak at
ASHRAE 90-75. In June 1973 the American Society of
Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers
appointed an informal committee to begin an energy conser
vation standard. The basis for taking this initial
action was a suggestion by NCSBCS that ASHRAE prepare
a document based on an NBS document. Since the NBS
document wasn't ready for publication until February
1974 the ASHRAE committee did nothing until publication
-of NBSIR 74-152.

The result of the American Society o f Heating,
Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers work was
a consensus postion which was a prescriptive standard.
It should be noted that NCSBCS was the promoter
and coordinator for the resulting ASHRAE product.
NCSBCS (National Conference of States on Building Code
Standards) is an orgnaization whose purpose is to attempt
to achieve reasonable national uniformity in building
regulations.

Its members are building regulatory officials

from state and local governments.

There is little

doubt as to the sincerity for the good of natioreL interest
by which NCSBCS actions v/ere guided.

It must, in view

of everything, be pointed out that the members of NCSBCS
stand to gain job security if the U.S. were to adopt a
prescriptive approach to energy conservation rather than
a performance approach.

A prescriptive approach is the

method of approach used historically for health and safety
codes which explicitly specifies materials, methods and
processes to be used, verses a performance approach which
is the setting of goals or a goal to be met without the
specification of the methods, materials, and process to be
employed in achieving that goal, but including statements
of the requirements, criteria and evaluation methods
to be used and any necessary commentary.
ASHRAE 90-75, the prescriptive approach, Section 1:
The statement of purpose which is to provide design
requirements for the utilization of energy in new buildings.
It is hoped that standard would be flexible to allow
technilogical inovations wherever possible.
Section 2:

sets the scope of 90-75#

The standard covers

new buildings that provide facilities or shelter for
public assembly, education, business, mercantile, institu-

tions, warehouses and residences but does not cover
specific procedures for the operation, maintenance
and use of buildings.
Exemptions from the standard: factories and industrial
buildings whose primary use is not for human occupancy,
buildings and portions of buildings whose peak design
load is less than 1w/ft2/hr, buildings which are neither
heated or cooled and buildings for which design data is
not available.
Section 3: defines words and terms used in the Standard.
Section Zfi This is the section architects will deal
with directly. It establishes the minimum requirements
for thermal design of the exterior envelope of new buildings
The building envelope will consist of the gross area of
exterior walls plus the gross area of the roof assembly,
gross area of external walls to consist of all opaque
wall areas, plus window areas and door areas where such,
surfaces are exposed to outside air and are heated or
cooled mechanically. Gross area of the roof assembly is to
consist of the total interior surface including sky lights
of the building. The building envelope will also account
for loss through slabs by insuring slabs are of the
prescribed R value for a particular geographic area.
Note that the standard allows the required U0 value for
one area to be lowered and then raised in another as
long as the overall heat gain and loss do not exceed that
which would have resulted had the entire building conformed
to the stated U0 values in the standard.
The actual calculations to arrive at the minimum
thermal criteria are based on maintaining a temperature
of 72°F in the summer and 78^F in the winter. If a buil
ding is to be heated and cooled, then the more stringent
of the two criteria are to be used and overall thermal
transfer formula to take into account solar and shading
coefficients.

Section 5:

Heating ventilating and air conditioning

equipment.

This section covers heating and cooling

loads, design requirements and control requirements for
general comfort applications in new buildings and gives
criteria for insulating HVAC sustems and duct work.
Section
along with section 6 (dealing with equipment
and component performance and manufacturer's documentation
in accordance with standard criteria), section 7 (dealing
with service water heating systems and equipment),
section 8 (electrical distribution systems), section 9
(lighting power budget determination and procedure) are
sections the architect should be familar with. Decisions
in these areas would best be made in conjunction with
mechanical and electrical engineers on anything other than
a small project.
Section 10: This section is included in the standard
to allow on opportunity to deviate from the specific
design criteria of sections k through 9 by demonstrating
that deviations will result in energy savings.
A building which meets the requirements of sections i\- will not need an annual energy usage statement. A building
which chooses to use an alternative method not covered
in the standard, v/ill need to file an annual energy usage
report and such a building proposal will have to compare
to a standard building to prove it is more energy conserving.
The cost of comparison will be the burden of the building
owner. By setting such stipulations it becomes less costly
to build present building types and avoid technological
advances, since they would be more costly. This could
in fact serve to provide another outlet by which government
will need to step in and subsidize research.
Section 11: sets forth the requirements for using renew
able resources. The requirements are simply that any
renewable resource does not need to be charged against
a building as energy used. Any savings, however, must
be verified by a registered engineer.

In summary of ASHRAE 90-75:

It appears to do little

more than make sure that everyone puts enough insulation
in new buildings and that HVAC equipment is properly
sized.

It does little or nothing to encourage alternative

methods of building or energy usage.

It points out

certain air ventilation standards could be reduced and
that night and day or use, non-use criteria for buildings
should be taken into account in design of mechanical
support systems. Simply put, ASHRAE 90-75 will make
new buildings built to old social and economic criteria
more efficient. There isn!t any doubt that these measures
will help to save energy but I wonder if they actually
do any more than proliferate a life style which is destined
to strangle itself in its gluttony.
Public Lav/ 94-163
"Energy Policy and conservation Act"

December 22, 1975

9k - 163 was set up for the purpose of providing assistance
to states for development and implementation of energy
conservation plans with the goal of reducing projected
state energy usage by 5% by 1980. The Federal Energy
Administration (FEA) was made responsible to oversee the
implementation with a budget of 50 million dollars a
year for three years.
It was not mandatory for states to participate,
however those that chose to had to submit energy conser
vation plans by November 22, 1976 in order to receive
federal assistance funds. 3ach plan must include:
1.
2.

3«

Mandatory lighting efficiency standards (exception,
federal buildings)
Prograris t:> promote the use of car pools, van
pools and public transportation systems (excep
tion: not to include subsidation of public
transportation fares).
Mandatory energy efficient standards and policies
to govern state and local procurement.

if.

%

Mandatory thermal efficiency standards and insul
ation requirements for use in renovated non
federal buildings.
A traffic regulation allowing a right turn on

a red light after a stop.
The FEA also established that state standards con
cerning energy conservation in buildings should be at
least as efficient as ASHRAE 90-75 for commercial buil
dings and meet the Department of Housing and Urban
Development for residential buildings.
A political procedure should be explained at this
point. In order for a law to become effective, that
is, a law initiated and enforced by anadmInistrative
organization, it need only be published in the federal
registry for thirty days and. it is then effective.
A well known example of an organization which we all
are affected by, which operates under just such a system
is OSHA.
Public Law 9^-385 "Title III - Energy Conservation
Standards for New Buildings Act of 1976" August 1 i+, 1976
9^-385 was designed with the purpose of developing
national energy standards for new buildings and the
implementation of these standards throughout the states.
The responsibility for this task was given to the Secretary
of the Department of Housing and Urban Development in
consultation with the Federal Energy Administration,
National Bureau of Standards and the General Service
Administration. A performance standard is to be pub
lished within three years after the enactment of the
law for public review and to promulgate the enactment
within four and a half years.
Work has been started on this. However, I believe
mu :h of this will be simply acknowledgement of ASHRAE
and its related standardsT A performance standard based

on a national consensus certainly would provide for
equal distribution of energy among U.S. citizens.
However, not all geopgraphic areas have equivelant
climactic or social conditions. High density urban sit
uations could accomadate people for heating and lighting
purposes by using less BTUs than a rural situation.
The gross suburban explosion of many cities will most
assuredly need to start justifying their exorbant use
of energy. I suggest that the standard for energy usage
be not simply based on arbitrarily based needs but it
also take into account energy required to deliver po
tential energy to an area and that areas productivity.
A simple model shows the equalateral connection
of environment energy and demand (see chart). Any change
in life style, economic growth or deterioration and/or
change of life-oriented goals constitutes a private
demand. 7/hen private demands become shared with neighbors
the development of public demands occur. Any time the
public demand becomes more conscious in one direction
it shifts the demand phase of the equalateral direction.
Example: More mobility, more fuel, more energy used
but this taxes the environment. If you become more
conscious of the environment then means to clear it up
will mean changes in life style and energy expenditures.
The effect of this should be readily apparent in
Montana. A look at House Bill No. /f30 will point this out.
House Bill NO. ^30: "AN ACT CLARIFYING AND REVISING THE
PROVISION DEALING WITH ADOPTION OF THE STATE BUILDING
CODE, FIXING DATES 3Y WHICH ENERGY CONSERVATION RULES
MUST BE DRAFTED, HEARD, ADOPTED, PUBLISHED, AN]) IMPLE
MENTED: AMENDING SUCTION 69-2111, R.C.M. 19V?."
Page 1 lines 2i - 25 "THE DEPARTMENT MAY ADOPT
BY REFERENCE NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED BUILDING CODES IN
WHOLE OR IN PART, BUT THIS DOES NOT PREVENT THE DEPART-

MENT FROM ADOPTING RULES MORE STRINGENT THAN THOSE
CONTAINED IN SUCH CODES."
This appears to give the Department of Administra
tion the power to initiate law simpler because of precident. There are in fact four different national
building codes:
1. National Building Code;
2.
3.
i+.

developed by American

Insurance Association (AINA).
Basic Building Code; developed by Building
Officials (BOCA).
Uniform Building Code; developed by International
Conference of Building Officials (ICBO).
Standard Building Code; developed by Southern
Building Code Congress International, Inc. (SBCC).

In order to achieve some sort of uniformity and
coherance between codes there are five different organi
sations dedicated to interpretation for administration
of codes:
1.
2.
3.

The Council of American Building Officials
The National Academy of Code Administration
The National Conference of States on Building
Codes and Standards, Inc.
*+. The Model Code Standardization Council
5. The Association of Major City Building Officials.
All of these are nationally recognised building
codes and organizations for interpretation of code,
however, in view of historical precedent, that is,
building codes and administrarion being a function of
local government, what is recognised code? All four
national codes? Or one in particular? The power given
the Department of Administration seems tc be even furthered
in the fact that they may even make measures more strin
gent than nationally recognised codes. Who decides
what is reasonably stringent? The Department of Administra
tion?

Page 2, lines 5 - 7 : "THE DEPARTMENT MAY HOLD
HEARINGS RELATING riO THE ADMINISTRATION OF THIS ACT IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THIS MONTANA ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
ACT."
In view of the department gaining power to write
what it will administer this furthers the department
strength by allowing them at their own perogative to
decide whether or not to hold hearings as to how they
will administer their laws. If they do hold hearings,
then they are bounc" by the Montana Administrative
Procedure Act, but what if they don't hold hearings?
Page 2, lines 9-11: "NO RULE AND NO AMAJNDMENT
OR REPEAL OF THE STATE BUILDING CODE SHALL TAKE EFFECT
UNTIL AFTER A PUBLIC HEARING BY THE DEPARMENT."
This seems to indicate that it requires only judge
ment and precedent for the Department of Administration
officials to make code but to question those opinions
requires a public hearing. Consequently, an outmoded
or out-oT-date code stipulation enacted by precedent
which becomes a deterent must undergo public hearings
even though it was enacted by the Department of Administra
tion without public hearings.
Page 2, lines 12-21: "IF A HEARING HAS BEEN HELD
BY 'ir.-I.l-: DEPARTMENT 0? JUSTICE WITH RESPECT TO ITS DUTIES
CONTAINED IN TITLE 32, CHAPTER 12, THE BOARD OF CLUMBERS,
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES,
BOARD OF WARM AIR HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING,
OR STATE ELECTRICAL BOARD, ON A PROPOSED RULE RELATING
TO BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT STANDARDS IN THEIR RESPECTIVE
FIELDS, A PUBLIC HEARING BY THE DEPARTMENT IS NOT REQUIRED,
THE PROPOSED RULE IS EFFECTIVE UPON APPROVAL OF THE
DEPARTMENT AND FILING WITH THE SECRETARY OF STATE AS A PART
OF THE STATE BUILDING CODE."
This encourager> lack of input by the public or
overview professionals (architects, engineers, and design-

ers). Plumbers, electricians, etc. do indeed know their
occupations, however, do they necessarily represent an
overall perspective for the conservation of energy?
This bill tenc'.s to further the contention that
energy, environment, and demand are directly connected;
to stipulate that energy is to be controlled removes
a certain amount of freedom in choice, decision making
is sacrificed and the environment may or may not suffer
as a result of limited choices. A recent example of how
these different yet entwined aspects are not taken into
account together would be the new administration. On
May 22, 1977 the Billings Gazette reported two administra
tive actions: one, President Carter
designated
the Yellowstone River be included in a study for possible
designation as a "wild scenic river", two, President
Carter in his energy proposal endorsed the use of coal
slurry pipelines. The first is an environmental concern,
the second a part of the national energy proposal.
It was indeed a mort admirable step. However, the precise
reason for the Ellenspur dam on the Yellowstone, is to
create a greater and more stable amount of water down
stream, since the process for using coal slurry pipelines
requires a great amount of water. To designate the
Yellowstone as a "wild scenic river" would remove the
possibility of using it to provide water for a coal
slurry pipeline. These appear to directly conflict.
In a paper entitled "Montana Energy Position Paper",
a MEAC staff report, Theodore H. Clack Jr., June, 1976,
it is stated "The MDntana life style is dependent upon a
rural atmosphere, open spaces, enjoument of an acknowledged
dependence upon the natural environment and a relatively
unhurried way of doing things." This may very well be
true but I suspect there is another aspec-; to Montana
life; that aspect wiich has become univer.'jal throughout
America; strip development, suburban spr&v/l, downtown

decay, and life or death dependency upon automobiles.
In another report, "Montana Energy Advisory Council
Report", January, 1977, P&rt of the constitution is quoted:
Article II, section 3: "...all persons... havs certain
inalienable rights. They include the right to a clean
and healthful environment and the right to pursue life's
basic necessities... In enjoying these basic rights,
all persons recognize corresponding responsibilities."
Both of these point out an idealic situation but do so
with obvious ambiguities. What is an unhurried way of
living? What is a clean and healthful environment?
What are life's basic necessities? In "The Montana
Energy Conservation Plan" draft final report, January
31, 1977, a good portion of Montana's energy policy is
based on "we do not assume that M0ntana needs electricity,
oil or natural gas. Rather, we believe that K^ntanans
v/ant lights, warm homes, efficient and economical trans
portation and other tangible things." I wonder how
many Montanans feel lights, warm homes, and trans
portation might not be basic necessities of life.
These apparent conflicts are a result of inconsistencies
in policies concerning energy and environment.
How will Montana save energy? "The Montana Energy
Conservation Plan" draft final report, January 31, 1977,
gives a plan summary and cost of implementation chart,
(see chart). It also gives a breakdown of the Implementation
of ASHRAH 90-75, pert of which was the previously discussed
House Bill Zf30. (see chart).
The cost of implementation of Building Thermal
Standards is listed below.
1977
1978
1979
1930

$20,000
$70,000
$20,000
$20,000

Draft code
Training of code inspectors
Monitor code
Study code for possible
revision
To arrive at specific figures and to plan for current
Ik

and future needs, +he following divisions for the use
of energy were made:
a. Low grade heat (under the boiling point of
b.
c.

water) for space and water heating.
Medium grade heat (less than 250°C) for process
steam and industry.
High grade heat for industrial applications and
electricity.

d. Electricity for motors and lights.
e. Liquid fuel for transportation.
It should be noted that to use liquid fuel for
heat (natural gas end oil) doesn't make thermodynamic
sense when it is vitally needed for transportation.
If enacted anc complied by as planned, Montana's
energy conservation would save 18.53 trillion BTUs in
1930. Montana can accomplish compliance by regulation,
tax incentives, subsidies and educational programs.
In respect to energy conservation in buildings the
MEAC report makes one more stipulation which I believe
Will be the most productive of all because it will provide
evidence of the total cost of buildings. The tfEAC set
the following minimum requirements for Life Cycle Cost
Standards for Buildings;
a. Fuel cost esculation and total fuel cost inflation
rate, interest rate and discount rate over the
life of the equipment or building.
b. Cost of maintenance (including labor and materials)
and operation over the life of the building.
c. The orientation and integration of the facility
with respect to its physical site.
d. The amount and types of glass employed in the
facility and the direction of exposure.
e. The effect of insulation incorporated into the
facility design and the effect on solar utiliz
ation of the properties of external surfaces.
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f.

The variable occupancy and operating conditions
of the facility and subportions of the facility.

g.

Energy consumption analysis of the buildings
major equipment, heating, ventilating, and cooling
system, lighting system, hot water system and
all other major energy consuming systems and
equipment
1. Including a comparison of alternate systems
2.

Projection for consumption of energy - over
life of facility (pertaining to equipment
and systems)
3. Evaluation of components of each system.
It directs the Department of Administration to
provide the foliowing resources for preparation of life
cycle cost.
1. Cost of programming computer software
2. Supporting personnel
3. Computer time
The energy crisis is not a situation isolated in
a vacuum, it is a part of and contingent upon the environ
ment and demand. To remove energy from its triad position
with environment and demand is to place it in opposition
to them. Buildings must take into account all three or
be severely dated and unused.

SITE PROGRAM
LOCATION:

Bozeraan, Montana

DESCRIPTION:

Kirk Subdivision Number
Lots 8 - 10
of Block 2, Block 2 except Lot 1, all of
Block k*

TO BE INCORPORATED:
Parking

800 - 1,000 cars, ifOO - 600 bicycles
and pedestrian sitting areas.

Landscaping

2% of parking by city ordinance

(more if needed to achieve a comforta
ble atmosphere and/or to buffer or
protect surrounding areas).
Circulation

pedestrians, bicycles, cars and
consideration of future mass
transportation system.

CONSIDERATIONS:
Building placement
positioning of main shopping building
on the site and its relation to other
on site buildings anci the surrounding
area. Positioning of power facility
ill relation to neighboring areas and
the main shopping building. Taking
into account climactic factors; sun,
wind, and snow build-up/removal.

Placement of appropriate buffers to
protect and enhance the overall
project.
Lighting

advertising, security and safety
lighting, parking lot lighting, and
decorative lighting.

BUILDING PROGRAM
SPACE ALLOCATIONS (main shopping building)
Majors

1 department store - 50,000 sq. ft,
1
1
1
1

Shops

department store - 35,000 sq. ft.
drygoods store - ^0,000 sq. ft.
food store - 20,000 so. ft.
theater - 35,000 sq. ft.

3-•• 10,000 - 15,000 range
6... 5,000 - 10,000 range
8... 1,000 - 5,000 range
newstands, hot dog stancs, flowers, and
other vending stands where appropriate.
Number and size of shops an cipproximation;
their shape, size and layout to be a
function of design. However, there
shoud be approximately 100,000 - 120,000
sq. ft. of shop space.
Suggested shops: Shoes, clothing, notions,
specialties, snack bars, restaurants,
bars, light manufacturing (small scale),
cards, besuty salons, etc.

Office

Office space to be second story approx
imately 75,000 - 100,000 sq. ft. in a
flexible arrangement to faciJ.itate a
broad spectrum of use.

SPACE ALLOCATION (power facility)
Fuel

Coal to be used as primary fusl, its
storage and delivery system to be both
a function of site and power facility
building.
Coal calculations:

Bc.se /f/f0,000 sq. ft.
figure 50 BTUs/hr/sq. ft.
BTUs/hr. = 22,000,000 BTUs
BVUs/day = 5.28108
U:,030 BTDs/lb. of coal
boiler efficiency
8180.Z+ obtainable B'TUs/lb. of coal
32.7 tons/day coal
approximately 2+5 cu. ft. = 1 ton of coal
60 day supply, 1962 tons = Z+if.5 ft.
cube required for storage
Heat

Storage for excess heat to be used at
a later time.
Sclar collecting units
Public (mall) areas

COAL HEATING SYSTEM
I've chosen a coal heating system because of the rela
tive abundance of coal in Montana. I've decided upon
coal rather than solar or wind power fcr two reasons:
1. Lack of technology concerning solar as a primary
2.

heating source.
Latitude), and feasibility of sun's existence

in winter for heat.
I would like to use solar power for a good portion of the
heat for the mall area.
The coal system I propose will be a direct fired
plant. This system would burn a very finely pulverized
coal, thus allowing it to be treated in burning much like
a liquid. As such it will be piped under pressure to
the boiler. The basic components of a direct firing
system are:
1.

2.

An air heater, to supply hot air through the
pulverizer for pulverizing the coal as it is
pulverized (180°)
A pulverizer fan, known as the "primary air
fan".

The pulverizer which comes in four common
types; ball, impact, ring roll, and ball race.
An automatically controlled raw coal feeder,
5* Coal anc air conveying lines to the heaters.
Piping from the pulverizer to the burner v/ill be standard
weight steel pipe with a wall thickness of 3/3" and
non-corrosive liners. The coal to be transported from
bin to hopper anc crushed by conveyor b3lt system.
Montana coal is low in sulphur which is excellent for
meeting air quality standards, but it is lwo in BTUs

per pound and hifh in ash content. The temperature of
the ash1s softening point will greatly affect boiler
efficiency and maintenance. Low ash melting temperature
is the cause of clinkers and slag build up on boiler
tubing. The coal I looked at from Rosebud county was low
to medium temperature ash melting point. The coal
used for the following calculations is Rosebud County,
Montana coal.
BT<Is/lb.

12.,030

Boiler efficiency

68%

Building use/day (winter) 50 BTUs/sq. ft.
Building size
440,000 sq. ft.
BTUs used/hr.
22,000,0 30
BTUs used/dcy
5.28 x n8
lbs. of coal/day
32.7 tons
60 day supply
1962 tons
Volume reciuired for storage
60 day supply

4.5 cu. ft./ton
44*5 ft. cube

DEMAND CRITERIA
On tne demand side, a quick look ?t Bozeman:
Bozeman is in tho heart of the Gallatin valley. It is
served by three rail systems, the Burlington Northern,
Union Pacific and the Milwaukee Road, four motor freight
carriers and two airlines. Located in the Gallatin
county with a population increase of 2/|.8%, it is the
third fastest growing county in the state,

Bozeman has

had a 10 year population increase of 39.7% (see chart
for financial spending breakdown). From such a rapid
growth a need tor additional shopping area is readily
forseen, couple this v/ith the energy crisis (most downtown
businesses heat with natural gas) and the demand for a
convenient and efficient shopping area is abundantly
apparent.

Revised Thesis Statement
The energy crisis is not a situation in a vacuum,
it is part of and contingent upon the environment and
public demand.
three.

Buildings should take into account all

The energy standard, as a result of being attached to
political forms of implementation, is not a rigorous nonobjective standard. It is, in fact, a compromise between
energy producers and consumers. Producers want capital in
exchage for energy and in order to increase their financial
position they must increase sales or price per unit of energy
or both. In the pat.t society has helped in furthering both
of these goals; inventors and product originators have
consistently developed convenience-oriented merchandise,
electric hair dryers, electric toothbrush, popcorn poppers,
power mowers, electric hedge trimmers, power snow shovels,
electric bug killers, can openers, perculetors, electric
razors, stereos, televisions, radios, walkie-talkies, CB
radios, electric toys and games, electric dog-training
devices, electric clocks, electric dishwashers, electric
cooking devices, electric lighting, electric calculators,
computers, automobiles, trucks, buses, subways, planes,
trains and power boats. Consumers readily accept these
new inventions and demand energy to make them work. As these
new items make life more convenient they allow more and more
leisure time for the average consumer; time which is then
again the target of product use: waterskiing, snow skiing,
recreational vehicles, televised sporting events, travel,
movies, etc. Leisure becomes another source of energy use,
the American public demands energy in almost every waking
hour of everyday whether at work or at play. The increased
use of energy causer; an increased demand, netting the producer
a higher price and an incentive to produce more and more
energy. More energy stimulates inventors and product man
ufacturers to more remote areas of mechanization. The most
obscure has to be the childs doll, from the product of love

and leftover materials, to plastic babies who laugh cry, shed
tears, clap their hands, roll over, walk, talk, wet the
bed, have entire households and fourteen changes of clothes.
The energy use-demand cycle has, by no means, left out
the building industry. Buildings use more and more energy
to accomplish similar jobs.

As energy becomes available in

more useable forms, then the primary function of buildings
is of less consequence and more convenience-comfort oriented,
criteria can be dealt with. These convenience-oriented
buildings not only result in a waste of energy and a lack
of regard for environment, they also produce sophisticated
masses of garbage. The sophistication is in the complicated
methods of mechanical compensation for losses incurred because
of convenience. The result is a whole new world of pre-fab,
look-alike structures, dated in appearance, limited in
duration of life, with virtually no re-use potential when its
original purpose is depleted.
The production of energy as a cheap readily available
commodity has not only changed a life style but has changed
the outlook of life. Life is more pleasure-oriented towards
the individual not towards society at large. The decisions
of everyday life which affect families and communities no
longer are considered adequately, since the option of remov
ing oneself from an undesirable situation is so near at hand.
The gmeral apathy of any individual might also be a product of
just a convenient way of life. Just as it is easier to
drive two blocks to the grocery store to buy lettuce than it
would be to walk or grow lettuce, it is easier to watch than
it is to become involved. Perhaps the most profound result
of a change in the outlook of life is in man's way of looking
at his environment and its relation to buildings.
A building is generally constructed as a means of
protecting man from the environment. That environment may
be hot or cold, wet or dry, but for some reason man desires
protection from it. The building may also be a .place of

distribution for goods or services, a place of centralization,*
a means for protection, or a canstraint. Whatever the initial
or ultimate purpose of a building it must alter an original
environment. If that wasn't a primary result, then no one
would build. Simply put, if any environment was so congen
ial that it offered perfect weather and control, then to
put out capital and/or labor to alter that environment would
be ridiculous. Most buildings seek to create a new environ
ment for some purpose and to accomplish such infringes upon
the existing environment by changing it. Many times there
will be the introduction of energy into the new building to
further alter the environment. The introduction of energymay be as simple as burning wood for heat or as complex as
electricity and electrical means of production. For whatever
reason, man has and is an effect upon the environment to
such a point that many times the origianl is so far removed
that it is no longer even considered. In a city for exam
ple, when a new building is being considered the environmen
tal concerns are as extreme as anywhere else but at a differ
ent level. In a city man is more tolerant of the general
appearance of buildings but is exacting in size and geo
graphical placement. He has constructed a system of streets,
energy distribution, traffic patterns, garbage disposal,
sewers, communication systems and has zoned areas for cer
tain uses. The placement of a building in the city re
quires conformity to all initial requirements of the city
environment, the question, then, of relation to the envi
ronment is much more than common terminology would imply;
it is not simply a building in harmony with nature. It is
more likely a building which satisfies a need or want of
man without drastically affecting other men's desires.
The maintencance of a rural atmosphere, for example, doesn't
mean "allow the land to be natural", it indicates a farming
or agricultural means of production which if overly built
on or abused would be significantly changed. Environment

is a political concern in many ways. What is right for the
environment from one group's standpoint might be drastically
wrong for another group. An example might the dispute be
tween developers of a West Yellowstone ski resort and
"environmentalist". Both readily agree man should enjoy
the area but neither agrees as the the derivation of that
enjoyment. Neither is advocating man be barred from the
area, they are simply trying to control how he enters it.
Another common example might be the question of division
of farm land. To the large corporate farmer with large
machinery and inerests, the land must remain in large tracts
to be useable. To the small family trying to exist in the
country but not owning large equipment, a small tract which
he can concentrate on would be better. Again, both have
specific desires when are in conflict. Examples such as
these are apparent all around us. From them it becomes
clear that environmental concerns are many times not at
all clear-cut problems of the building's reation to nature.
They are more likely the building's relation to nature
through different mens eyes.
The control of environment is dictated not by a general
rule but by specific situations. It is doubtful if the
Sierra Club will ever be involved in the determination of
distance form the street for a building in downtown Los
Angeles; likewise, it is doubtful that the Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce will take issue as to littering in the
mountains. There are no world-wide standards which will
please everyone. Each and every situation must be indi
vidually examined and a judgement made. The final decision
will probably be biased but hopefully for the good of the
most.
Although each decision is individually made, each
micro-environmental decision is part of a larger set of
decisions. That is, every small change affects the whole.

A new manufacturing plant in Illinois has some effect upon
the environment of the entire world. Admittedly this might
be a minute effect but nonetheless it does have an effect.
The entire state of the world evironment at any one time
is a result of hundreds of decisions or lack of decisions
by man. No one person can entirely grasp all the ramifi
cations of any one decision, but everyone should be aware
of as many as possible. Despite the danger of expressing
Polemical wisdom, perhaps the best rule to follow in envi
ronmental concerns would be ndo unto others as you would
have them do unto you". A fine example might be the case of
the itinerant suburbanite and the ten acre ecologist.
Both seem to be in a position of financial mobility and
desire a specific mode of living, hence the suburb or ten
acre estate. The problem is that many other people have
similar ideas. The result is the suburban house changes
from being on the fringe of the country to the center of the
suburban city and the ten acre tract with large fields around
it becomes a ten acre tract in a countryside of ten acre
tracts with governmental and common neighborhood problems.
Both are the cause of a situation they are trying to move
away from. Yet, if either hJad looked at the situation
through less than purely private individual gain motives
he certainly would have seen the upcoming situation and
made a decision for which the final outcome may have been
more desirable.
The building which is in many instances the form of
environmental change carries with it not only changes of the
environment because it changes a ground situation but also
because it affects the relation of other men to a geo
graphical place.
The shopping center is to become a new central business
district. The old central business district, downtown,
evolved over a long period of time growing by additions of
individual pieces, each piece being the result of antici-

pation of improving someone's position in life.

The size,

shape and appearance of each piece is a result of business
needs, the proprietors financial postion and ambitions.
The whole business district is postioned at its location
in order to be close to other businesses, luring customers
from on business to another. As the automobile evolved,
replacing legs and slower, less convenient modes of trans
portation, so the central business district spread out,
requiring parking lots for cars and exterior advertising
of giant scale. Strip developments occurred and downtown
became involved in a search for a way to survive. Presently
there are plans for a parking garage and stores have large
signs announcing their presence. Each building is an in
dividual, as such each has an individual environmental
control situation. The use of energy in e downtown situa
tion is greater in volume than the use of energy in a shopping
center, because the efficiency of many small heating units
is less than the efficiency of one large heating unit.
Downtown is a conglomeration of building erected over a period
of time readily portraying styles, wealth and taste of the
community. The buildings are arranged in clumps described
as block, surrounded by streets and fronted with a single
row of vehicles. Between these is a row of pedestrians and
building facades decorated with colorful advertising.
This situation, in the proper weather and population
conditions, is exciting; the situation at -10°F, with auto
mobiles spurting hot, smelly fumes on the curbs, icy streets
to manuever on, glasses fogging when entering and leaving
buildings, cheeks becoming cold and the hazard of falling
in icy sidewalks, is less than exciting. For part of the
year it is deplorable, but it has always been the mark of
the affluency of the community, and its growth through time.
The shopping center is a replacement of downtown, offer
ing more convernient year around shopping, greater energy
efficience and a cohesive business envelope. The develop
ment of the shopping center building then might be the

cause of architectural pursuit.
The individual buildings of the downtown were each
developed separately, many times by the evolution of a floor
plan.

The plan, once sufficiently arranged, becomes the

basis for most buildings.

From the plan, walls can be added

and bonnets put on to shed rain.

In a downtown situation

one facade, the street facade, will be handled differently
and perhaps two will be butted to other buildings.

It is

possible and in fact generally accepted that shopping centers
should also be developed on a basis of plan.
The plan represents a general manner in which to work.
Since one can determine what is needed in a building, figure
square footage and assign general shapes to areas.
arrangement then becomes a starting point.

Their

By making flow

charts, functional relationships and bubble diagrams, the
designer shifts and manuevers until he feels the perfect or
most desirable arrangement is found.

This arrangement becomes

the shape of the building and because of stich a system,
many buildings become easily used from a plan .situation
and totally confusing and disgruntled from an overall view.
I've tried to approach this project from a three
dimensional manner, striving for an overall continuous en
velope which will satisfy the needs of shoppers and store
owners and will be a landmark to which the city can relate.
To accomplish this I liiked at my thesis statement
but found that although it made sense it gave me no direc
tion from which to start.
at a product (building).

It provided only a means to liik

In order to start I looked at two other architects,
Doxiadis and Mies Van Der Rohe.

In Doxiadis doctorial

thesis he pointed out a method of planning used in the
layout of Greek temples.

Each building of the temple complex

was related to one point and from that point the whole
complex could be understood.

Mies when doing MIT stated

that by arranging the buildings on a grid he was trying to
create pools of space between them.

These ideas, coupled

with a personal idea of existence in private spheres, de
fined by the extremities of the body, existing in a rec
tangular world of stright horizontals and verticals, pre
sented a starting point.

The idea of a grid and point sys

tem immediately pointed out geometric systems and I decided
to overlap the two and try from this to create a building.
The point system was expressed as a circle and the grid
as a square with nine divisions.

These shapes were com

bined and put into three dimensionalforms. The resulting
building used these as a basis and their presence becomes
a reference.
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